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Abstract: There is a large number of soybean cultivars recommended to the many regions that soybean is cultivated and,
even though these cultivars hold a high potential yield, the environmental variation can alter the expected yield due to the
genetic x environment interaction. So, the aim of this study was to evaluate the adaptability and stability of ten soybean
cultivars in five environments, sowed in different times, in Palotina-PR. The randomized block design was used with three
repetitions. The study was conducted in the 2013/14 and 2014/15 harvests. The Eberhart & Russel (1966) and MHPRVG
(Resende 2004) methods were used to evaluate the yield adaptability and stability. Based on the results of either methods, the
cultivars TMG 7060 RR, TMG 7062 IPRO and NA 5909 RG showed wide adaptability and high stability to this cultivation
area.
Keywords: Genotype x Environment Interaction, Glycine max L., Yield

1. Introduction
The continuous release of soybean cultivars has led to a
large number of different cultivars available and
recommended for cultivation in many specific regions [6].
Even though these cultivars show good agronomic potential
and yield, the environmental variation can led to an
unexpected performance, as a result of the genotype x
environment interaction. According to [17], the yield is a
result of the genotype, the environment and the interaction of
the genotype in each environment. As this interaction is a
natural phenome, it is necessary to understand it well to
optimize the selection gain [4].
In this scenario, studies of adaptability and stability are the
most used practice to attenuate the effects of the interaction,
because it can be performed in different situations [1, 5, 7,
13, 15, 16, 25]. This type of study allows identifying the most
stable cultivars, which have a predictable response to the

environmental variation [16]. The identification of genotypes
adapted to a wide range of environments or just in some
specific locations can be made as well.
According to [20], the most used method to evaluate the
adaptability and stability of soybean genotypes are those
based in linear regression, specifically the one proposed by
Eberhart & Russel (1966). [22] added that this method should
be preferably used when analyzing adaptability and stability
because it considers simultaneously productivity, stability,
and adaptability to unfavorable, favorable, and general
environments.
In the method proposed by Eberhart & Russel (1966), it is
computed a simple linear regression for the treat under
evaluation, which is related to an environmental index, that
can have positive or negative coefficients. The negative
coefficients indicate unfavorable environments (these
environments are considered negative because they present
an average below the overall mean of all environments),
representing areas with low technological level or adverse
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soil and weather conditions. Meanwhile, the positive
coefficients indicate favorable environments. In this
methodology, the ideal genotype is that with high yield
( β0i ), coefficient of regression equal to one ( βˆ 1i = 1 ) and the
2
slightest possible regression deviation ( σ̂ di
), which means,
the genotype with the best response to the improvement of

the environmental conditions ( βˆ 1i = 1 ) and highly predictable
2
performance ( σ̂ di
= 0).
Another method that can be used to evaluate the
adaptability and stability is the MHPRVG Method, proposed
by Resende (2004), which is based in the analysis of genetic
values through mixed models and allows the simultaneous
selection for adaptability, stability and yield (or trait under
evaluation). Moreover, it is possible to consider correlated
errors within the locals, as well as the adaptability and
stability in the individual selection inside the progenies.
Nevertheless, this method provides genetic values with the

previous discount of instability, which can be applied to any
number of environments. Finally, the result generated is in
the same scale of the trait evaluated (for example: kg ha-1
when evaluating the yield or centimeters to height), allowing
an interpretation like genetic values [21].
Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate the
adaptability and stability of commercial soybean cultivars in
five environments, during the 2013/2014 and 2014/2015
harvests, in Western Parana.

2. Material and Methods
The study was held in Palotina, PR, where the soil is
classified as clayey oxisol soil [8]. Five cultivar assays were
conducted during the 2013/2014 and 2014/2015 harvests.
The climate conditions during the experiments are shown
in the Figure 1.

Figure 1. Highest, average and lowest air temperature and accumulated rainfall in ten-day periods, during the soybean cycle of the 2013/2014 and 2014/1015
harvests.

The randomized block design was used, with three
replications and 10 treatments. The treatments were the
cultivars TMG 7161 RR, TMG 7262 RR, TMG 7363 RR,
TMG 1264 RR, TMG 1266 RR, TMG 2158 IPRO, TMG
7060 IPRO e TMG 7062 IPRO, which were selected for
being recommended for the region, plus the cultivars BMX
Potência RR and NA 5909 RG, used as control, because they
have been widely cultivated in the state.
The plots contained four five-meter lines, spaced 0.50
between rows. The useful area was of 4 m2, consisting from
the four central rows and eliminating 1 meter of each
extremity (border). The seedling density was around 14-16
plants per meter. The plants caretaking, like phytosanity care

and weed control, was made following the recommendations
for the culture [9].
When plants exhibited over 95% of its pods with mature
color and over 50% defoliation (R9) they were harvested [10,
11]. Succeeding, the plants were threshed with an
experimental threshing machine and stored in paper-bags,
which were later weighed in to obtain the yield.
The yield data was converted to kg ha-1 and submitted to
individual and joint variation analysis. Observing significant
variation in the genotype x environment interaction, the
adaptability and stability analysis was made, following the
Eberhart and Russel (1966) and MHPRVG (Resende, 2004)
methods.
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The Eberhart and Russel (1966) methodology uses the
genotype average yield (µi), its regression coefficients (β1)
and the variance of the regression deviation (σ2di), as shown
below:
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understanding of the overall performance.
The analysis of the environments, the average yield of
each environment and the environmental index are in Table 2.
Table 2. Average yield per environment and environmental index, according
the Eberhart and Russel (1966) methodology.

Yij =µ+βi Ij +σij +εij
On the other hand, the MHPRVG (Resende, 2004) does
not use the variance analysis (ANOVA) to analyze and
statistically model, but uses the REML method, which allows
handling with identical situation, however modeling with
more flexibility and efficiency.
The MHPRVG statistical model is the following:

Environment

Harvest

Average

Index

1

2013/2014

4041.33

1510.10

2

2013/2014

3289.60

758.36

3

2014/2015

2746.83

215.60

4

2014/2015

1008.42

-1522.82

5

2014/2015

1570.00

-961.24

Y = Xr + Zg + Wi + e
where y is the data vector, r is the repetition effect (assumed
as fixed) added to the general average, g is the vector of the
genotypic effects (assumed as randomly), I is the vector of
the genotype x environment interaction (random) and e is the
error vector.
The analyses were made through the Sisvar software [12]
to verify significant genotype x environmental interaction.
Subsequently, the Eberhart and Russel adaptability and
stability analysis was made with the software Estatistica [24].
Concurrently, the simultaneous adaptability, stability and
yield (MHPRVG) was made through software Selegen
Reml/Blup [19].

3. Results and Discussion
Significant differences were observed to the environment,
genotype and the genotype x environment interaction,
according to T test at 1% (Table 1). Consequently, the
adaptability and stability analysis was made.
Table 1. Yield (kg ha-1) variance analyses of ten genotypes evaluated in five
environments, in Palotina, PR, during the 2013/2014 and 2014/2015
harvests.
VS

GL

SQ

MS

F

Blocks
Environment
(E)
Genotype (G)

2

614363.595

307181.798

2.917*

4

168124293.119

42031073.280

399.080**

9

7039017.074

782113.008

7.426**

G*E
Interaction

35

7912874.692

226082.134

2.147**

Average Error

96

10110723.290

105320.034

CV %

12.56

*Significant (p<0.05) by the F-test
**Significant (p<0.01) by the F-test.
CV: coefficient of variation.

Before discussing the result of the adaptability and
stability of each cultivar, it is going to be shown the
environmental conditions these genotypes were submitted, to
understand their performance.
First, an environmental analysis is shown, according the
Eberhart and Russel (1966) method, which allows a clear

According to this methodology, the environments 1, 2
(harvest 13/14) and 3 (harvest 14/15) were considered
favorable, because the average yield of these environments
are higher than the overall mean of the environments,
resulting in a positive index. Meanwhile the environments 4
and 5 are characterized as unfavorable (Table 2), with a
negative index of 1522.82 and 961.24 kilos per hectare.
The high yield, calculated by the cultivars average, in the
environments 1 and 2 are due to the good rainfall during late
December and whole January, providing favorable conditions
to an excellent vegetative growth and reproductive
development, resulting in a high yield average (Figure 1).
Besides, the accumulated rainfall during the soybean cycle
(from October to February) in this harvest (2013/2014) was
of 556 millimeters.
On the other hand, the environments 4 and 5 were
considered unfavorable, basically, due to the reduced rainfall
during the soybean cycle. Analyzing the Figure 1, can be
observed that, during the vegetative growth phase, the total
rainfall was lower than in the previous harvest (2013/2014).
Even though the accumulated rainfall per ten-day period
during November, December and January was acceptable, the
distribution was extremely irregular. During each moth, there
were 20, 16 and 20 days without rain, respectively. The
accumulated rainfall during the soybean cycle, in this harvest
(2014/2015), was of 367 millimeters.
This contrast in the rainfall from one harvest to another is
really harmful to agriculture and farmers, which cannot
predict the soybean performance. However, as the aim of
this study was to evaluate the adaptability and stability of
soybean cultivars, this contrast is really advantageous,
because it allows exploring the two faces of a cultivar: the
response to a good environment and the capability to
perform well in critical conditions, which turn this study
trustful.
Regarding the adaptability and stability parameters
evaluated, following the Eberhart and Russel (1966) method,
the genotypes average yield, the regression coefficients (β1),
the variance of the regression deviation (σ2di) and the
determination coefficient (R2) were estimated (Table 3). It
allows the characterization for each genotype related to the
yield adaptability and stability.
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Table 3. Average yield, regression coefficients, variance of the regression
deviation and determination coefficient of the soybean cultivars evaluated in
Palotina, PR.
Genotype

Average
Yield (Kg
ha-1)

β1

TMG 7161 RR

2531.84 ab
2523.29 ab

TMG 7262 RR

σ2di

R2 (%)

0.881375ns

52150.09ns

94.92

ns

68466.94*

94.46

ns

ns

96.13

0.919398

TMG 7363 RR

2386.11 b

0.974445

45201.11

TMG 1264 RR

2864.18 a

1.210722++

156120.59**

TMG 1266 RR
TMG 2158
IPRO
TMG 7060
IPRO
TMG 7062
IPRO

2393.15 b

ns

49409.40

94.10

ns

NA 5909 RG
BMX Potência
RR
Overall mean

1.079992

ns

94.15

2337.15 b

0.934683

193746.53**

88.75

2677.40 ab

0.956598ns

- 2336.72 ns

98.39

2784.36 a

0.943073ns

-13445.74ns

98.94

2665.67 ab

0.886493ns

-11852.82ns

98.70

2149.22 ab

++

153529.38**

96.66

1.213223

2531.24

* Averages followed by the same letter in the column do not differ according
the Tukey test at 5%;
++= significantly different at 1%, according the T test;
*and**= significantly different of zero at 5 and 1%, respectively, according
the T test;
ns = not significant.

The cultivars TMG 7060 IPRO, TMG 7062 IPRO and NA
5909 RG achieved high yield (higher than the average) and
the regression coefficient equal to 1 (β1 = 1), so, being
classified to a wide range of environmental conditions
according to this method. This cultivars had variance of the
regression deviation not significant (σ2di = 0), indicating high
stability or predictability. In the study conducted by [23], the
two bean cultivars with the highest yield also showed general
adaptability (β1 = 1) and high stability (σ2di = 0).
The cultivar TMG 1264 RR had the highest yield,
however, along the cultivar BMX Potência RR, showed a
regression coefficient higher than 1 (β1 > 1), which indicates
adaptability to favorable environments and reduced
predictability (σ2di > 0), though (Table 3). A similar result was
found by [3] for the UFU-16, in which this line had the
highest average yield, but low predictability. The
recommendation of TMG 1264 RR ought to be prudent,
because its cultivation in an unfavorable environment can
cause a huge yield reduction. According to [2], this type of
genotype is ideal in locations with controlled environmental
condition, allowing the full expression of its high
performance.
In a work conducted by [14], the genotype with the highest
yield (JB93-54323) also showed regression coefficient higher
than 1 and reduced predictability. However, the authors
affirmed that this genotype should not be considered
undesirable, because it had an excellent yield (high potential)
and a good determination coefficient (R2).
The values of the determination coefficient (R2) obtained
was higher than 94% for all genotypes. It indicates that the

genotypes had a satisfying performance depending on the
environment [5]. [18] working with sugarcane, reported that
values of the determination coefficient higher than 80%
show low data dispersion, suggesting good reliability on the
type of environmental response determined by the
regressions.
The cultivars TMG 7262 RR and TMG 2158 IPRO
showed wide adaptability (β1 = 1), however, their regression
deviation was significant (σ2di ≠ 0), indicating reduced
predictability. Studying the soybean adaptability and stability
in different sowing dates in Northern Brazil, [15] found 6
lines with high yield, and wide adaptability, however with
low stability. In conclusion, the authors did not recommend
the cultivation of those lines due to their instability.
The other cultivars were not classified as ideal, even
showing wide adaptability and good stability, because their
average yield was below the overall mean.
The discussions about the results from the analysis of the
MHPRVG method are shown below.
The stability analysis, according the MHPRVG method, is
shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Stability of the genotypic values (MHVG) from the cultivars studied,
according the MHPRVG method.
Genotype

MHVG

BMX Potência RR

2508.34

NA 5909 RG

2222.28

TMG 7060 IPRO

2166.03

TMG 7161 RR

2131.55

TMG 7062 IPRO

2120.85

TMG 1264 RR

2039.66

TMG 7363 RR

1948.10

TMG 7262 RR

1834.69

TMG 1266 RR

1817.58

TMG 2158 IPRO

1775.30

Overall mean

2056.44

According the MHPRVG (Resende 2004) methodology,
the cultivar BMX Potência RR obtained the best stability
(MHVG), because it had the lowest standard deviation,
resulting in the biggest harmonic mean of the genotypic
values (Table 4). However, this low standard deviation
occurred because this cultivar could not be assessed in
environment 4, which had the lowest average yield. The
absence of BMX Potência RR in this environment caused the
non-computation of a very reduced yield, resulting in a
smaller yield range, which was read by the software as
stability. Therefore, the use of the MHPRVG method for
unbalanced experiments ought to be made carefully, because
the genotypes can have advantages or disadvantages for not
being tested in all environments [26].
Among the cultivars tested in all environments, the NA
5909 RG was the one with the best stability.
The adaptability data, following the MHPRVG method
(Resende 2004), is contained in Table 5.
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Table 5. Adaptability according the MHPRVG method, proposed by Resende
(2004).
Genotype
NA 5909 RG
TMG 7060 IPRO
TMG 7161 RR
TMG 1264 RR
TMG 7062 IPRO
TMG 7363 RR
BMX Potência RR
TMG 1266 RR
TMG 7262 RR
TMG 2158 IPRO
Overall mean

PRVG
1.0837
1.0594
1.0494
1.0428
1.0375
0.9774
0.9686
0.9449
0.9433
0.8928
1

PRVG*MG
2753.76
2692.06
2666.72
2650.04
2636.37
2483.83
2461.46
2401.07
2396.98
2268.66
2542

Analyzing the adaptability results, it was observed that the
cultivar NA 5909 RG was 1.0837 times more productive than
the overall mean of all cultivars. It indicates that this cultivar
has the ability to yield 8,37% over the overall mean, which in
absolute values is 2753.76 kilos per hectare. The cultivars
TMG 7060 IPRO, TMG 7161 RR, TMG 1264 RR e TMG
7062 IPRO also showed potential to yield over the mean.
The result of the simultaneous yield stability and
adaptability (MHPRVG) of the cultivars evaluated, according
the MHPRVG method, is in Table 6.

kilos per hectare, we are able to calculate what is supposed to
be the overall mean of all cultivars, because NA 5909 RG
perform 7,94% over the average. In this situation, the overall
mean would be 2778,32 kilos per hectare. Using this value,
we can predict the performance of all cultivars evaluated.

4. Conclusion
Converging the results from Eberhart and Russel (1966)
and MHPRVG (Resende 2004) methods, the cultivars with
wide adaptability and high stability are TMG 7060 IPRO,
TMG 7062 IPRO e NA 5909 RG. These cultivars have the
potential to respond well in favorable environments and
maintain a good production in unfavorable environment, just
like the conditions encountered in this study.
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